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Active and Reactive Power Control for Wind
Turbine Based on a MIMO 2-Sliding Mode

Algorithm With Variable Gains
Carolina Evangelista, Fernando Valenciaga, and Paul Puleston

Abstract—This study proposes a power control strategy for a
grid-connected variable-speed wind turbine, based on a doubly-fed
induction generator (DFIG) with slip power recovery. The control
objectives vary with the zones of operation (dependant on the wind
speed), aiming to maximize the active power in the partial load zone
and to limit it when operating within the full load zone, while reg-
ulating the stator reactive power following grid requirements. The
control design, based on the second-order sliding modes (SOSM)
and Lyapunov, uses a modified version of the super-twisting algo-
rithm with variable gains which can be applied to nonlinear multi-
ple inputs–multiple outputs (MIMO) systems. The well-known ro-
bustness of the sliding techniques, the simplicity of the algorithm,
and the adaptive characteristic of its gains are used together in this
study to obtain a controller able to deal robustly with the exacting
challenges presented by these systems. An additional benefit of the
proposal lies in the smoothness of the control action, an important
issue regarding applied mechanical efforts. Representative results
obtained by simulation of the controlled system are shown and
discussed.

Index Terms—Energy conversion, power control, second-order
sliding modes (SM), variable gains, wind power generation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE increasing energy demand, together with the harm-
ful effect of fossil fuel exploitation on the climate and on

the environment, are among the main factors that have boosted
worldwide interest in renewable energies. Among them, wind
energy is one of the options that has received the strongest im-
pulses. The total global installed wind capacity has been growing
significantly during the past few decades, reaching 239 GW by
the end of 2011, accounting for 3% of the total world’s electric
consumption [1].

Research and technological development of wind energy con-
version systems (WECS) play a decisive role in this growth,
both focused on optimizing the efficiency of the system and on
reducing loads and mechanical efforts, thus increasing its reli-
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ability and service life. Some of the most important subjects of
interest are the search for new materials and turbine designs,
the improvement of electronic sensors, the inclusion of stochas-
tic processing techniques to estimate parameters of interest, and
the use and development of advanced control techniques [2]–[5].
Regarding the latter, variable structure control techniques and
their sliding modes (SM) arise as a suitable option for systems
like these, which are based on a random source like the wind,
exhibit a nonlinear behavior, and operate in highly disturbed
environments. Among the several characteristics of the SM con-
trol, the most interesting to be mentioned in this application are
the following [6]–[8].

1) The designs can be realized using linear or nonlinear mod-
els, and there are algorithms for SISO (single input–single
output) as well as for MIMO systems.

2) The resulting controllers are usually simple and easy to
implement, and they require low computational burden
while operating in real time.

3) The controlled systems result robust to several kinds of
external and internal disturbances, and to certain variations
in the parameters.

A power control strategy is developed in this study for a
variable-speed WECS topology based on a doubly fed induc-
tion generator (DFIG) and connected to the grid with a twofold
objective, stator reactive power regulation, and extracted power
optimization, or regulation according to the zone of operation.
The second-order sliding modes (SOSM) MIMO with variable
gains strategy is based on a reelaboration of the theoretical ap-
proach presented by Dávila et. al [9]. The final design combines
the advantages of the SOSM techniques regarding robustness
and simplicity in implementation and operation, together with
the beneficial reduction of mechanical efforts in a wider range
of operation associated with the adaptive characteristic of the
variable gains of the controller.

II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

This study focuses on one of the most popular config-
urations nowadays regarding grid-connected variable-speed
WECS, which is based on a DFIG. In particular, it consists
of a wound rotor induction generator connected to the grid di-
rectly through the stator and by means of a bidirectional power
electronic system through the rotor windings. This topology is
presented schematically in Fig. 1.

This system can work at variable speed, generating and de-
livering electrical power at the frequency and voltage fixed by
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Fig. 1. WECS-DFIG configuration.

Fig. 2. Power coefficient: Cp (λ) = c1 (c2 /λ − 1)e−c 3 /λ.

the grid. The DFIG can be operated in both sub- and super-
synchronous speeds by electronically controlling the converter.
In the second mode, electrical power is fed to the grid through
both the stator and the rotor, whereas when operating subsyn-
chronously, electrical power is delivered into the rotor from the
grid (bidirectional converter). As only the rotor power is fed
through the electronic converter, the latter has to manage only a
fraction of the power production, thus resulting in smaller size
and less cost than in other configurations. Its nominal power
determines the rotor speed variation range around the rated
speed [2], [10]. It is worth mentioning that, being a topology
with slip power recovery, it is possible to generate more power
than the nominal of the generator.

The mechanical power a wind turbine can capture, Pt , is a
fraction of the available power in the wind (Pν = 0.5πρR2ν3)
and it can be written as [11]

Pt = Pν Cp(λ, βP ) = 0.5πρR2Cp(λ, βP )ν3 (1)

where ν represents the wind speed, rho is the air density, R is
the blade length, and Cp is the power coefficient of the turbine,
which depends on the shape and the geometry of the blades.
This coefficient is a nonlinear function of the pitch angle of the
blades, βP , and the tip speed ratio, λ = ω rm R

kg b ν , where ωrm is
the mechanical rotation speed of the generator rotor and kgb the
gear box relation (a rigid drive train is assumed). When the pitch
angle is maintained fixed, the Cp has a unique maximum, for
λ = λopt as it can be seen in Fig. 2.

Regarding power generation, two regions can be distin-
guished in the useful operation range of the turbine. They depend
on the wind speed and require different control objectives, as it
is indicated in Fig. 3 [11].

Fig. 3. Power and torque in the useful zones of operation for a wind turbine.

Within the partial load zone, between νcut-in (minimum wind
speed at which the turbine starts generating) and the rated speed
νr , it is desirable to maximize the extraction of the energy avail-
able in the wind. The control in this zone is usually performed
electronically, maintaining the pitch angle fixed. The other use-
ful region, known as the full load zone, is defined between νr and
νcut-out (limit wind speed, up from which the turbine should be
turned off to prevent damages). Within this zone the extraction
of power is limited to the rated value, which can be accom-
plished by controlling either the pitch angle of the blades or the
electrical variables of the DFIG.

A. Reduced Dynamic Model

The dynamic behaviour of the WECS-DFIG can be accurately
described by a five-order set of differential equations. Four of
them account for the electrical dynamics of the induction ma-
chine viewed from two quadrature reference frames rotating at
synchronic speed, one for the rotor variables and the other for
the stator ones. In terms of the machine fluxes, they can be
expressed as

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

φ̇ds = vds − Rsids + ωsφqs

φ̇qs = vqs − Rsiqs − ωsφds

φ̇dr = vdr − Rridr + (ωs − pωrm )φqr

φ̇qr = vqr − Rriqr − (ωs − pωrm )φdr

(2)

with the following algebraic relations:

φds = Lsids + Lm idr

φqs = Lsiqs + Lm iqr

φdr = Lr idr + Lm ids

φqr = Lr iqr + Lm iqs (3)

where the variables φds, φqs , φdr and φqr represent the quadra-
ture components of the stator and rotor concatenated flux com-
ponents, vds , vqs , vdr and vqr (ids , iqs , idr and iqr ) are the
quadrature components of the stator and rotor winding voltages
(currents). Moreover, ωs is the frequency of the grid (in rad/s),
p is the number of pole pairs, Rs and Rr represent the elec-
tric resistances of the stator and rotor windings respectively, Ls

and Lr are the self-inductances of the windings, and Lm is the
mutual inductance between windings.
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The fifth equation accounts for the mechanical dynamics of
the rotating parts, which can be given by

ω̇rm =
1
J

(Tt − Te) (4)

where J represents the inertia of the whole rotating parts, Te

is the electrical resistant torque of the generator, and Tt is the
torque produced by the wind on the blades (referred to the high
speed shaft by means of the gear box relation constant). The
torques can be expressed as

Te =
3
2
pLm (iqsidr − idsiqr ) (5)

Tt =
1

kgb
0.5πρR3Ct (λ) ν2 (6)

where Ct(λ) is the torque coefficient of the turbine, defined as
Cp(λ)/λ.

Making some geometrical and electrical considerations, re-
garding the relative alignment between the rotating frames and
the spatial fluxes, and neglecting the stator resistance, the WECS
description given previously can be simplified, allowing to ob-
tain a reduced-order model more adequate for the control design
process [12], [13]. This description consists of three differential
equations accounting for the electrical dynamics of the rotor and
the dynamics of the mechanical rotational speed

i̇qr = −
(

Lm Vs

Le
+ ωsidr

)(

1 − p

ωs
ωrm

)

− RrLs

Le
iqr +

Ls

Le
vqr (7)

i̇dr = ωsiqr

(

1 − p

ωs
ωrm

)

− RrLs

Le
idr +

Ls

Le
vdr (8)

ẇrm =
1
J

(

Tt(ν, ωrm ) − 3pLm Vs

2ωsLs
iqr

)

(9)

where Vs is the grid line voltage and Le = LsLr − L2
m . The

stator currents can be algebraically calculated knowing the rotor
currents

iqs = −Lm

Ls
iqr

ids =
Vs

ωsLs
− Lm

Ls
idr. (10)

When the machine is operating on the points where the power
extraction is maximum (Cp = Cpmax , λ = λopt), the corre-
sponding torque can be expressed as a function of the squared
rotational speed

Topt(ωrm ) =
πρR5Cpmax

2k3
gbλ3

opt
ω2

rm = koω
2
rm (11)

with ko = πρR5 Cp m a x

2k 3
g b λ3

o p t
. On the other hand, when the wind speed

is high and the generation of power is limited to the rated, the
corresponding torque depends directly on this value, Pr , and
inversely on the rotational speed, i.e.,

Tr (ωrm ) =
Pr

ωrm
. (12)

Both cases are depicted in Fig. 3.

Finally, the stator reactive power can be expressed as

Qs =
3V 2

s

2ωLs
− 3Lm Vs

2Ls
idr . (13)

The proposal in this study fulfills two simultaneous objec-
tives for each operation mode. A control strategy is designed
to accomplish both of them simply, robustly, and avoiding un-
necessary mechanical efforts. One of the aims contributes to
compensate the reactive power needs of the grid, by regulating
the stator reactive power following an external reference. The
other involves the extraction of power and varies with the zone
of operation:

1) Within the partial load zone the aim is to maximize the
extracted power, controlling the points of operation so that
Te = Topt for all wind speeds in this zone.

2) In the full load zone the extracted power is limited to
the rated power of the machine. This objective is ac-
complished by maintaining the resistant torque equal to
Pr/ωrm when ωrm exceeds the rated speed.

III. CONTROLLER

A. Second-Order Sliding Modes (2-SM)

The idea of the 2-SM control techniques is to zero a function
of the system’s states, the sliding variable σ, and its first time
derivative, σ̇. The function is designed based on the desired
control objectives, to guarantee their achievement when σ = 0.
The condition σ = σ̇ = 0 determines the 2-sliding manifold in
the state space. A 2-SM algorithm acts taking the trajectories
in the state space to the 2-sliding manifold and keeping them
operating on it, i.e., makes the system operate in 2-SM.

There are several 2-SM algorithms, each of them with their
own characteristics. In particular, the super-twisting algorithm
[14] has a quite simple law and allows to synthesize a contin-
uous control action with discontinuous time derivative, which
makes the trajectories reach the 2-sliding manifold in finite time
and robustly maintains the 2-SM operation. Encouraging results
have been obtained applying this algorithm, with constant gains,
to diverse configurations of WECS [12], [15]. New advanced
techniques based on this algorithm have been explored in [16],
where a SISO super-twisting controller with variable gains was
developed for a rather simple SISO configuration of a WECS,
and compared with a fixed-gains design. The auspicious con-
clusions emerged there motivated the proposal in this study.

The advantage of the present proposal lies in the wider range
of operation and in the smoothness of the MIMO control action,
both associated with the variability of the controller gains. A
continuous and smooth control action results in great interest in
these systems, as the induced mechanical stress is low. Besides,
the MIMO algorithm does not imply a significant increase in
the implementation complexity. Therefore, the computational
burden is low during the online operation of the controller.

B. Controller Design

The components of the sliding variable are chosen as follows,
to achieve the desired control objectives when operating in 2-SM
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regime

σ1 = Tref − Te = Tref (ωrm ) − 3pLm Vs

2ωsLs
iqr (14)

σ2 = Qref − Qs = Qref (t) +
3Lm Vs

2Ls

(

idr −
Vs

ωsLm

)

(15)

where Qref is the external reference for the reactive power,
determined by the grid needs, and Tref is the torque reference,
which varies between two functions depending on the zone of
operation

Tref (ωrm ) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

Topt = koω
2
rm , ω ≤ ωrmr

Tr =
Pr

ωrm
, ω ≥ ωrmr .

(16)

In order to work with a set of variables containing the two
sliding variables, a change of variables is made at this point.
The third variable is chosen to be the mechanical rotation speed.
After the change, the dynamics of the new variables [errors and
mechanical of system (7)–(9)] can be written as

σ̇1 =
1
J

(Tt − Tref + σ1)T
′

ref +
RrLs

Le
(Tref − σ1)

+ p

(

1 − p

ωs
ωrm

)(

σ2 − Qref +
3LrV

2
s

2ωsLe

)

−3pLm Vs

2ωsLe
vqr

︸ ︷︷ ︸
u1

= F1(σ, ωrm , t) + u1 (17)

σ̇2 =
ω2

s

p

(

1 − p

ωs
ωrm

)

(Tref − σ1) −
3RrV

2
s

2ωsLe

− RrLs

Le
(σ2 − Qref ) + ˙Qref +

3Lm Vs

2Le
vdr

︸ ︷︷ ︸
u2

=

= F2(σ, ωrm , t) + u2 (18)

ω̇rm =
1
J

(Tt − Tref + σ1) = F3(σ, ωrm , t) (19)

where T ′
ref is the partial derivative of Tref with respect to its

argument, ωrm

T
′

ref (ωrm ) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

2koωrm , ω ≤ ωrm r

− Pr

ω2
rm

, ω ≥ ωrm r .

(20)

Then, the dynamics can be written in the general form

σ̇1,2 = f1,2(σ, ωrm , t) + f̃1,2(σ, ωrm , t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

F1 , 2 (σ,ω rm ,t)

+u1,2 (21)

ω̇rm = f3(σ, ωrm , t) + f̃3(σ, ωrm , t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

F3 (σ,ω rm ,t)

. (22)

In the previous equations, functions f represent the nominal
or unperturbed model and their expressions are the ones of
functions F (·) in (17)–(19) using the nominal values for all
the parameters. On the other hand, functions f̃ account for
measuring and modeling errors, uncertainties in the parameters

and external disturbances. To obtain expressions for them, the
propagated errors are computed from (17)–(19), after writing
the variations of the parameters with respect to their nominal
values in a separate way.

Each component of the control action is proposed to be com-
puted as the addition of two terms

ui = ueqi
+ ũi (23)

where ueq1 , 2
are the equivalent control for (21) unperturbed

and ũ1,2 are designed using a variant of a version of the super-
twisting algorithm developed in [9], with variable gains and
applicable to MIMO systems.

The expressions for the equivalent control terms are obtained
solving u algebraically from the equations formed by equalling
to zero the first time derivative of σ, (21), with f̃ = 0. Thus,
ueqi

= −fi .
On the other hand, the expression for each component ũi , i =

1, 2, is proposed as

ũi = −k1i(σ1 , σ2 , ωrm , t)φ1i(σi)

−
∫ t

0
k2i(σ1 , σ2 , ωrm , τ)φ2i(σi)dτ (24)

φ1i(σi) = kci |σi |
1
2 sign(σi) (25)

φ2i(σi) = φ
′

1i(σi)φ1i(σi) =
k2

ci

2
sign(σi) (26)

where φ
′
1i(σi) is the partial derivative of φ1i with respect to

σi , and kci > 0 is a constant. The design of the variable gains
k1i(·) and k2i(·) is based on Lyapunov (see Section III-C), and
it requires to divide each function f̃i(σ, ωrm , t) into two additive
terms f̃i = g1i + g2i :

g2i(ωrm , t) = f̃i(0, ωrm , t) (27)

g1i(σ, ωrm , t) = f̃i(σ, ωrm , t) − g2i(ωrm , t) (28)

where the functions g2i account for the perturbations on the 2-
SM manifold, and the g1i consider the remaining errors. Then,
continuous functions 
ji(σ, ωrm , t) ≥ 0 have to be found so that
the perturbations can be bounded as

|g1i(σ, ωrm , t)| ≤ 
1i(σ, ωrm , t)|φ1i(σi)| (29)

∣
∣ d

dt
g2i(ωrm , t)

∣
∣ ≤ 
2i(σ, ωrm , t)|φ2i(σi)|. (30)

Under these conditions, the finite-time convergence to the 2-SM
manifold and the robustness against all disturbances and errors
considered in functions f̃ are guaranteed if the variable gains
k1i and k2i in (24) are computed as

k1i(σ, ωrm , t) = δi + 1/βi

[
(2εi
1i + 
2i)2/(4εi) + εi

+ 2εi
2i + (2εi + 
1i)(βi + 4ε2
i )

]
(31)

k2i(σ, ωrm , t) = βi + 4ε2
i + 2εik1i (32)

where βi, εi , and δi are positive arbitrary constants.
A block diagram of the controller is presented in Fig. 4.
To determine the bounding functions (29)–(30) for this sys-

tem, a thorough analysis was performed on the equations of
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the proposed controller.

Fig. 5. Convergence in the planes σi –σ̇i (design model used in simulations).

the model, together with physical considerations on the realis-
tic conditions of operation and the assistance of comprehensive
computer simulations. Several wind speed profiles were used
in the simulations and several reactive power references were
tested, in order to consider a wide variety of situations with
the system operating in the range of the two zones of interest.
In addition, certain external disturbances and parameter errors
were taken into account through the whole procedure, such as
given next.

1) Variations in the electrical resistances and in the electro-
magnetic inductances up to±10% of their respective rated
values.

2) Variations from the rated values of the electrical grid pa-
rameters: up to ±10% in the voltage and up to ±2% in the
angular frequency.

The values of the parameters for the controllers was finely
adjusted with the aid of new simulations, and the final choices
were the following:

kc1 = 25; ε1 = 10−5 ; δ1 = 10−4 ; β1 = 1000

kc2 = 51; ε2 = 10−8 ; δ2 = 10−4 ; β2 = 1000. (33)

It would be illustrative to show the convergence of the state
trajectories to the MIMO 2-SM plane, using the design model.
However, this is not possible, due to the number of dimensions
of the required graphic. The convergence is shown separately,
instead, at the origin of the two planes σi–σ̇i (see Fig. 5).

C. Stability Analysis

The system given by (21)–(22) and controlled by (23)–(26),
as described in Section III-B, can be rewritten as

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

ω̇rm = f3(σ, ωrm , t) + f̃3(σ, ωrm , t)

σ̇i = g1i(σ, ωrm , t) − k1i(σ, ωrm , t)φ1i(σi) + zi

żi =
d

dt
g2i(ωrm , t) − k2i(σ, ωrm , t)φ2i(σi).

Then, the following function of the states can be proposed as
the Lyapunov candidate:

V =
2∑

i=1

Vi = ζT
1 P1ζ1 + ζT

2 P2ζ2 . (34)

Each term corresponds to the proposals given in [9] and [17],
i.e.,

ζT
i = [φ1i(σi); zi ] = [kci |σi |1/2sign(σi); zi ] (35)

Pi = PT
i =

[
βi + 4ε2

i −2ε2
i

−2ε2
i 1

]

> 0 (36)

if βi, εi , and δi are positive constants.
The steps of the general proof, and the particular one devel-

oped for a single control variable in [16] are followed here to
show that V̇ < 0. Then, the time derivative of each term Vi is
calculated as ζ̇T

i Piζi + ζT
i Pi ζ̇i . If for the perturbation functions

in (27) and (28) there are functions α1i and α2i such that the
following expressions can be written:

g1i(σ, ωrm , t) = α1i(σ, ωrm , t)φ1i(σi) (37)

d

dt
g2i(ωrm , t) = α2i(σ, ωrm , t)φ2i(σi) (38)

then, it is possible to write

ζ̇i =
d

dσ
φ1i(σ) Ai(σ, ωrm , t) ζi (39)

V̇i = − d

dσ
φ1i(σ) ζT

i Qi(σ, ωrm , t) ζi (40)

where Qi = AT
i Pi + PiAi is symmetric and

Ai(σ, ωrm , t) =

[
k1i − α1i 1

k2i − α2i 0

]

.

At this point, the second variable gain is defined as in (32) to
simplify expressions and it is supposed that continuous functions

ji(σ, ωrm , t) ≥ 0 can be found that verify |αji | ≤ 
ji . It can
be easily shown that the built matrix (Qi − 2εiI) is positive
definite, with I the identity matrix of size 2, if the first variable
gain is defined as in (31). With this result, (40) can be bounded
as

V̇i ≤ −2εi
d

dσ
φ1i(σ)‖ζi‖2

2 = − εik
2
ci

|σi |1/2 ‖ζi‖2
2 (41)

where ‖·‖2
2 is the square of the 2-norm (Euclidean). Working on

this expression and using the standard inequality for quadratic
forms λmi‖ζi‖2

2 ≤ ζT
i Piζi = Vi ≤ λM i‖ζi‖2

2 , where λM i and
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Fig. 6. Wind speed profile.

λmi are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of matrix Pi >
0, it can be stated

V
1
2

i ≥ λ
1/2
mi ‖ζi‖2 ≥ λ

1/2
mi kci |σi |1/2 (42)

given that the norm of a vector is greater than any of its compo-
nents. Using these results in (41), it is found that

V̇i ≤ −εik
2
ciλ

1/2
mi

λM i
V

1
2

i = γiV
1
2

i (43)

where γi = εi k
2
c i λ

1 / 2
m i

2λM i
> 0. Finally, the total time derivative of V

can be bounded as

V̇ ≤ −γ1V
1
2

1 − γ2V
1
2

2 ≤ 0 (44)

taking the zero value only in the equilibrium (σ, z) = 0. Thus,
it can be concluded that the latter is globally stable.

Then, to state that the 2-SM manifold is reached in finite time
from any initial condition, a new looser bound is found for the
derivative of Vi (σi(t), zi(t)) of the form V̇i ≤ −aV

1/2
i − bVi ,

working analogously as when determining (43). In this con-
dition, the comparison principle [18] can be applied, as it
gives the conditions to bound the solution of a scalar differ-
ential inequality with the continuous solution of a differential
equation. In this sense, the solution of u̇(t) = −au1/2 − bu,

found to be u(t) =
(

a
b − ce−tb/2

)2
, with c constant, overbounds

Vi (σi(t), zi(t)). As u(t) reaches zero in time T = 2
b ln

(
bc
a

)
,

then Vi is zeroed in a time less or equal than T as well, and so
do the variables σi(t) and zi(t).

Regarding the system’s zero dynamics, given by (19), it can
be shown to be stable on the sliding manifold in both zones. In
this way, when working in the partial load zone, the rotational
speed converges to the one corresponding to the optimal working
point ωrm = λo p t kg b

R ν.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

Representative results are shown and discussed in this section.
The final design for the proposed control strategy, developed us-
ing the reduced-order model, was finally assessed by simulation
using a complete model of the WECS-DFIG given by (2)–(4)
and subjected to disturbances. The simulations were run for 10-
min periods with the system working under realistic conditions
in both zones of operation. The nominal values of the parameters
used in the simulations are listed in the Appendix.

The wind speed profile is depicted in Fig. 6.
The temporal evolution of the electrical parameters (resis-

tances, inductances, grid voltage, and frequency), varying from
their nominal values, are depicted in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.

Fig. 7. Temporal evolution of the electromagnetic parameters of the generator.

Fig. 8. Temporal evolution of the grid parameters.

Fig. 9. Te versus ωrm in the torque–speed plane, where the reference torques
Topt and Tr are also shown. The turbine characteristics Tt –ωrm are shown in
dotted lines for various wind speeds.

The instant values are unknown for the controller, but they fulfil
the bounds considered in the design stage.

The variations of the electric torque of the generator Te versus
the rotational speed wrm are shown in the torque–speed plane in
Fig. 9. The figure also presents the reference curve for each zone
of operation (partial/full load), indicated Topt and Tr , respec-
tively. As it can be appreciated, the designed controller manages
to maintain the generator torque equal to the reference in both
zones, despite the disturbances and parameters variations, sat-
isfying the first proposed objective.

The active power curves are presented in Fig. 10. In partic-
ular, the rated power Pr the maximum extractable power from
the wind Ptmax , and the actual extracted power Pt , are shown
in dotted, red dashed, and blue solid lines, respectively. The two
expected behaviors can be identified, according to the zone of
operation: Ptmax lower or greater than Pr . As it can be noted, the
tracking is very good but not exact. The main reason for this lies
in the control strategy used to accomplish the proposed objec-
tives: when an optimum torque reference is used, the extracted
power follows the maximum power filtered by the mechanical
dynamics.
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Fig. 10. Maximum extractable power (red dashed), rated power (black dotted),
and captured power (solid blue). Lower box: detail of the above.

Fig. 11. Stator reactive power and its reference (they are overlapped). Lower
box: detail of the above.

Fig. 12. Control voltages vq r and vdr , and its corresponding components:
vq r e q and vdr e q (based on the equivalent control), and ṽq r e q and ṽdr e q (super-
twisting components).

The fulfillment of the second control objective can be ap-
preciated in Fig. 11, where the stator reactive power and the
external reference Qref are depicted together. The two curves
are overlapped in the above box, showing the excellent tracking
of the reference. As it can be observed in the lower box, the error
is quite small, remaining below 1% during the simulations.

Fig. 12 presents the control inputs, the rotor voltages vqr (up-
per box), and vdr (lower box), both in red solid lines. The two
constituent terms of each component are also shown in the fig-
ure, separately: veq in black dotted line and ṽ in blue dashed line.
It is noticeable that the terms based on the equivalent control are

Fig. 13. Convergence in the planes σi –σ̇i (using complete model).

larger and are more influential in the control action. On the other
hand, the terms based on the super-twisting algorithm, smaller,
are in charge of compensating for the disturbances, errors in the
models and variations in the parameters, and providing robust-
ness. In this sense, it can be appreciated that this components
grow a little larger in the second half of the simulation time,
when the disturbances grow (see Figs. 6–8). It is important to
highlight the smoothness of the control signals.

Finally, the convergence of the state trajectories to the MIMO
2-SM plane is illustrated in Fig. 13, at the origin of the two planes
σ1–σ̇1 and σ2–σ̇2 . The effect of the increase in the order of the
dynamics is noticeable when comparing these curves with the
ones obtained in the design stage (shown previously in Fig. 5)
[19], [20]. It can be seen that the origin of the plane σ2–σ̇2 is
not reached exactly in this case, existing a smooth oscillation in
σ2 . These variations are small, ranging between ±5.10−3 kVAr
when Qref = 5 kVAr, representing a tracking error of 0.1%.

V. CONCLUSION

A MIMO power control strategy based on SOSM was pre-
sented here for a grid-connected variable-speed wind energy
conversion system with slip power recovery. Two main objec-
tives were aimed at and accomplished simply, robustly, and
avoiding unnecessary mechanical efforts. One of them involved
the regulation of the stator reactive power (contributing to com-
pensate the grid power factor) and the other, the control of the
extracted power from the wind (maximizing or limiting it, ac-
cording to the zone of operation).

Specifically, a Lyapunov-based variation of the super-twisting
algorithm with variable gains and applicable to nonlinear MIMO
systems was used to design the proposed controller. In addi-
tion to the robustness of the super-twisting algorithm, the vari-
ability of the controller gains in this proposal allows having a
wider range of operation with a smooth control action, maintain-
ing an excellent performance and with no significant increase
in the algorithm complexity. A reduced model of the WECS
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was considered for the design stage, in order to simplify the
computations.

A candidate Lyapunov function was presented for the MIMO
algorithm with variable gains. With this function it was possible
to design the controller for the MIMO nonlinear system and to
demonstrate the convergence of the algorithm, i.e., the conver-
gence of the system states to sliding mode operation. At the
same time, the proof established the robustness of the controller
against several disturbances and uncertainties in the parameters.

To be able to guarantee robustness, an explicit expression
of the disturbances, errors, and uncertainties had to be found
and split into two, and two positive functions had two be found
to bound them in a certain way. Although these calculations
are not simple, they are made offline and only once (during the
design and tuning stage). The online operation of the controllers
is simple, with low computational burden and it requires the
measuring of few system variables.

The resulting controller was tested afterward through ex-
tensive simulations using a realistic and disturbed full-order
model. It was shown that the control objectives were success-
fully attained, performing robustly despite the considered dis-
turbances and uncertainties, and the increase in the order of the
system.

APPENDIX

NOMINAL PARAMETERS AND OTHER VALUES

Pnom = 50 HP; ωs = 2π60 rad/s; Vs = 460
√

2/3 V;

Ls = 35.5 mHy; Lr = 35.5 mHy; Lm = 35.7 mHy;

Rr = 228 mΩ; Rs = 82 mΩ; p = 2;

J = 3.662 Kgm2 ; kgb = 25; R = 7.3 m;

c1 = 9.5946; c2 = 12; c3 = 20;

Cpmax = 0.4; λopt = 7.5;
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